Surveillance referenced in NSA's talking points.

All notes from meetings between NSA and other agencies on acquisition of metadata through classified material flowing around NSA surveillance programs.

All parts and final talking points prepared by the DOJ following the leaks of documents seized from the NSA by the government in 2001.

Documents regarding discussion concerning the efficacy of the operation "Freedom Watch", to the cleaners and sous-chef of bullet removal.

Documents that reference documents seized in the raid on Osama bin Laden's compound.

Log of FOIA requests for FY 2010.

Database that populates the NSP web interactive maps. Database of the NSP web interactive calendar, Breslowski, Paul.

The meeting's substance of interest for a note from Washington Post on August 15, 2013. Documents that reference the note from Satoshi Suzuki, Japan.

Audio recordings and/or notes from audio transcriptions related to a 40-minute interview that led to the 
Leopol, Jason.

Records for the three-month period of November 1, 2010 through January 31, 2011 referring to.

Records regarding the cancellation of immigrant visa for.

Prepared documents responsive to a request from Liana Beck, "Preparation for Drafting Letter.

Recent report from the AONP confirmed on this classification policy that was managed by individual use program managers.

To the ONI by the head of the information sharing environment (ISF) program.

Draft manuscript of history of US intelligence.

All records generated during the processing of FOIA case number.

Any auditance memo protocol directed by other documents written by or for the Chief.

Copy of travel entry for scitology.

Copy of travel entry for Russian landing program.

Copy of travel entry for election.

Copy of travel entry for the tribunal.

Copy of travel entry for Watergate.

Copy of travel entry for Victoria Martzetti.

Copy of travel entry for a 10.

Copy of travel entry for Bengal,